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Light and electron microscopy were used to compare spider book lung development with earlier studies
of the development of horseshoe crab book gills and scorpion book lungs. Histological studies at the
beginning of the 20th century provided evidence that spider and scorpion book lungs begin with
outgrowth of a few primary lamellae (respiratory furrows, saccules) from the posterior surface of
opisthosomal limb buds, reminiscent of the formation of book gills in the horseshoe crab. In spider
embryos, light micrographs herein also show small primary lamellae formed at the posterior surface of
opisthosomal limb buds. Later, more prominent primary lamellae extend into each book lung sinus from
the inner wall of the book lung operculum formed from the limb bud. It appears most primary lamellae
continue developing and become part of later book lungs, but there is variation in the rate and sequence
of development. Electron micrographs show the process of air channel formation from parallel rows of
precursor cells: mode I (cord hollowing), release of secretory vesicles into the extracellular space and
mode II (cell hollowing), alignment and fusion of intracellular vesicles. Cell death (cavitation) is much
less common but occurs in some places. Results herein support the early 20th century hypotheses that 1)
book lungs are derived from book gills and 2) book lungs are an early step in the evolution of spider
tracheae.
© 2015 The Author. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
As reviewed earlier (Farley, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012), lamellate
respiratory organs are present in some arthropod chelicerates, and
similarities in the structure of these organs is sometimes used as an
indication of evolutionary relationships. The internal book lungs of
arachnids are hypothesized to have been derived from the external
book gills of an ancient ancestor with respiratory organs like those
of the horseshoe crab (e.g., Kassianow, 1914; Versluys and Demoll,
1923; Anderson, 1973; Dunlop, 1998). Book lungs are present in the
following extant arachnid orders: Araneae (spiders), Amblypygi
(whip spiders), Uropygi (whip scorpions) and Scorpiones. A single
terrestrialization event is proposed for arachnids with book lungs,
since the adult organs have numerous features that appear to be
homologous in the diversity of animals that have book lungs
(Scholtz and Kamenz, 2006).Ltd. This is an open access articleThis study is part of a comparative investigation of the devel-
opment of book gills in the horseshoe crab (Farley, 2010, 2012) and
book lungs in scorpions (Farley, 2005, 2008, 2011) and spiders.
Light and transmission electron microscopy are used herein to
extend and clarify the earlier light microscopic studies of spider
book lung development (Kishinouye, 1891; Simmons, 1894; Purcell,
1895, 1909; Montgomery, 1909; Janeck, 1909; Ivanic, 1912;
Kassianow, 1914; Versluys and Demoll, 1923; Dawydoff, 1949).
The objective is to provide additional developmental details for
hypotheses about evolutionary relationships and for comparative
studies of gene expression (e.g., Popadic et al., 1998; Popadic and
Nagy, 2001; Damen et al., 2002; Simonnet et al., 2004, 2006;
Pechmann et al., 2010; Cao et al., 2013; Sharma et al., 2014).
1.1. Development of horseshoe crab book gills
Very early in the development of horseshoe crabs (after the
second embryonic molt) the embryo has a pair of bilateral ﬂap-like
appendages that extend ventrally from the second and third opis-
thosomal segments (O2, O3; Kingsley, 1885, 1893; Patten andunder the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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the appendages are more prominent, and similar structures are
starting to form on more posterior segments. The pair of append-
ages (genital operculum) from O2 continue to enlarge without gills,
but the appendages (branchial) more posterior develop ﬂap-like
gills from their posterior surface. Sections through these gills
show they have a central core of undifferentiated cells and an outer
cuticle with an underlying hypodermis (Farley, 2010, 2012). Some
cells from opposite walls join in the lumen to form pillar-type
trabeculae that help hold the walls in place. This basic lamellate
gill structure is repeated many times as outgrowths from the pos-
terior surface of the branchial appendages, thus forming the ‘pages’
of the book gills.
The gill outgrowths provide channels for hemolymph, and these
alternate with narrow external channels open to the aqueous me-
dium (Kingsley, 1893; Patten and Hazen, 1900; Farley, 2010, 2012).
While the gill hemolymph channels are supported with pillar
trabeculae, the external water channels have no trabeculae. This
basic pattern of lamellate hemolymph channels with pillar
trabeculae is also present in arachnid book lungs (Kamenz et al.,
2005; Scholtz and Kamenz, 2006; Kamenz and Prendini, 2008;
Foelix, 2011), while the air channels (air sacs) of arachnid book
lungs have various types of trabeculae that prevent collapse and
blockage of air.
As is common for arthropod exoskeleton, the hypodermal cells
of the book gills are aligned side-by-side with apicobasal polarity,
i.e., the apical surface secretes cuticle as the basal surface is in
contact with hemolymph (Farley, 2012). This common feature of
epithelial morphogenesis (Fristrom, 1988; Sch€ock and Perrimon,
2002; Tyler, 2003; Andrew and Ewald, 2010) is also the basis for
the alternating air and hemolymph channels in the book lungs of
scorpions (Farley, 2011) and spiders, as shown herein.
After the fourth embryonic molt, the horseshoe crab emerges as
an active ﬁrst instar (Sekiguchi et al., 1982, 1988; Farley, 2010,
2012). As the animal increases in size and molts, more gill
lamellae are added from the branchial appendages. This multi-
layered pattern of epithelial morphogenesis is apparently very
ancient, with opisthosomal book gills evident in the oldest known
(Lower Ordovician) fossil horseshoe crabs (Van Roy et al., 2010).
1.2. Development of spider book lungs
As reviewed earlier (Farley, 2010, 2012), there has been much
speculation about the process for derivation of internal arachnid
book lungs from external book gills like those in the horseshoe crab.
Kingsley (1885, 1893) hypothesized that the lamellae of spider and
other arachnid book lungs are formed by infolding and ingrowth of
the external hypodermal layer of opisthosomal limb buds, as a
modiﬁcation of the evagination and outgrowth of lamellae from the
opisthosomal appendages of aquatic ancestors. To test for this and
other hypotheses, early workers gave much attention to the
development of the initial lamellae (respiratory furrows, saccules)
in spider embryos (e.g., Kishinouye, 1891; Simmons, 1894; Purcell,
1895, 1909; Montgomery, 1909; Janeck, 1909; Ivanic, 1912;
Kassianow, 1914; Versluys and Demoll, 1923). The developmental
process is complex, and as reviewed in those studies, there was
often disagreement about details. In the present investigation, it is
helpful to identify the initial furrows and saccules as primary
lamellae to distinguish them from secondary lamellae that develop
later from precursor cells at other sites, especially the anterior end
of the book lung sinus.
In those early histological studies, investigators reported that
the embryo develops some primary lamellae from the posterior
surface of the O2 limb buds. Purcell (1909) presented diagrams that
show two lamellae in the posterior limb bud epithelium. Anotherstructure, the pulmonary sac, is a proliferating mass of cells that
folds into the O2 limb bud from the epithelial groove that separates
O2 and O3. The role of the pulmonary sac is speculative, but
additional lamellae are thought to be derived from it. These
structures appear to sink inward as the limb bud ﬂattens and be-
comes the operculum (ventral cover) for the developing book lung.
Cells from the pulmonary sac are suggested to migrate anteriorly
and dorsally within the limb bud as the sac becomes tube-like and
gives rise to more lamellae. The atrium and spiracle form at the
posterior end of the book lung.
Purcell (1909) did not show details, but suggested that the
primary lamellae in the embryo later become postembryonic
lamellae separated by hemolymph channels. He considered it
likely that additional lamellae are produced from folds in the
proliferating pulmonary sac. Still unknown is the role of the pul-
monary sac and the extent of its presence among spider species
with book lungs, but Purcell (1909) and others (e.g., Kassianow,
1914; Dawydoff, 1949; Anderson, 1973) considered the book gill/
book lung homology hypothesis well supported by these early
histological observations of lamellar formation posterior to the
limb buds of arachnid embryos.
Janeck (1909) also described primary lamellae posterior to the
O2 limb buds, but he concluded that these lamellae disappear
and may only provide cells that ﬁll the book lung sinus. He
suggested the later lamellae are produced from this cell mass.
Ivanic (1912) shows lamellae from the posterior surface of the O2
limb buds, but pulmonary sacs are not in his diagrams. He
doubted that the tooth-like primary lamellae disorganize to
become a cell mass; rather, they continue to form the walls of
alternating hemolymph and air channels. He suggested a book
lung sinus that appears to be ﬁlled with cells may actually be
lamellae temporarily merged together because cuticle walls have
not yet formed. Montgomery (1909) concluded that the early
furrows posterior to limb buds are transitory and have no relation
to the lamellae that develop later from precursor cells farther
inward.
Theremay be species differences in these early studies as well as
differences among the specimens that were examined within the
species. Ivanic (1912) examined a lycosid species; Purcell (1909),
Janeck (1909) and Montgomery (1909) studied, respectively, Sitti-
cus (Attus) ﬂoricola, Theridium tepidariorum and Pardosa (formerly
Lucosa) amentata. Purcell (1909) noted that the tissues change
rapidly and found it helpful to make wax models to help interpret
the two-dimensional tissue sections.
As observed externally with the scanning electron microscope
(SEM), respiratory furrows (primary lamellae) and a pulmonary
sac develop posterior to the O2 limb buds in embryos of Para-
steatoda tepidariorum (Mittmann and Wolff, 2012) and Cupiennius
salei (Wolff and Hilbrant, 2011). In the latter species, these
invaginated structures gradually become deeper and more
prominent in successive embryo stages while those structures in
P. tepidariorum are more internalized, i.e., less evident when
viewed from the outside with SEM. There are some species dif-
ferences here, but in advanced embryos of both species, the pri-
mary lamellae and pulmonary sac are no longer evident
externally, replaced by lobes of underlying book lung tissue and/
or small bilateral openings.
Recent gene expression studies also present results relevant for
the book gill/book lung homology hypothesis. In embryos of C. salei,
Damen et al. (2002) observed early expression of apterus-1 and -2
in the early book lungs and a striped pattern of pdm/nubbin
expression that probably correlated with the formation of respi-
ratory furrows (primary lamellae). The latter gene was also
expressed in the horseshoe crab opisthosomal segments that give
rise to the genital operculum and book gills. Also in C. salei,
Fig. 1. Inward epithelial migration in a curling pattern especially at base of O2 limb bud in embryo book lung. LMs, Parasteatoda tepidariorum, para-saggital sections. A: In this early
stage of the process, the inward cell migration (asterisk) leaves a clear curved streak and central lumen (L), apparently the lumen of the pulmonary sac that forms later from this
process. Some similar activity may be occurring in O3 limb bud, but is much less prominent. Y, yolk. Scale, 20 mm. B: More advanced stage of internalization. Inward migration and
proliferation of epithelium (asterisk) in O2 limb bud has produced a central ring of cells separated by circular clear area. The central lumen (L) remains, and will become the lumen
of pulmonary sac evident in examples below. Y, yolk. Scale, 20 mm.
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expression in developing primary lamellae as the O2 limb bud
forms the operculum for the book lung sinus.
The book lungs in adult spiders consist of alternating air and
hemolymph channels as shown by earlier workers (Berteaux,
1889; Kishinouye, 1891; Comstock, 1913, 1940; Kaestner, 1929;
Dawydoff, 1949; Anderson, 1973; Moore, 1976; Hexter, 1982;
Reisinger et al., 1990, 1991; Felgenhauer, 1999; Schmitz and
Perry, 2000; Foelix, 2011; Brunelli et al., 2015). Pillar-typetrabeculae help stabilize the walls of the hemolymph channels,
and there are bridging, papillate (peg-like) and branching-
interconnected trabeculae in the air sacs, depending on location
within the sac (Berteaux, 1889; Hexter, 1982; Reisinger et al., 1990,
1991; Schmitz and Perry, 2000; Scholtz and Kamenz, 2006; Foelix,
2011; Brunelli et al., 2015). Bridging trabeculae, joined to both
walls of the air channel, are in the anterior (proximal) part of the
lamellae while the other types are in the posterior (distal)
regions.
Fig. 2. Early formation of toothlike primary lamellae from posterior surface of O2 limb bud in embryo book lung. LMs, Parasteatoda tepidariorum, para-saggital sections. A: Three
small lamellae (asterisks) are barely evident at posterior wall of the O2 limb bud as it tilts posteriorly and becomes ventral cover (operculum) of book lung that forms above it. The
limb bud has a central lumen (L) and a circular pattern of cells and clear spaces, the pulmonary sac, that results from inward epithelial migration in Fig. 1A,B. The lamellae have a
central lumen suggesting they are folds in posterior limb bud hypodermis. Scale, 20 mm. B: Another section of same O2 limb bud as in A. Asterisks indicate small outgrowths from
the posterior hypodermis of the limb bud. Scale, 20 mm.
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Light and electron micrographs (LM, TEM), rather than dia-
grams, are presented of book lungs from embryos, postembryos
and ﬁrst instars of P. tepidariorum. These results of primary
lamellar formation in embryos are substantially in agreement with
the histological observations of early 20th century authors, espe-
cially Purcell (1909), Janeck (1909) and Ivanic (1912). This inves-
tigation also provides information about the transition from
primary to postembryonic lamellae and the cellular secretoryprocesses that produce the alternating air and hemolymph
channels.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Experimental animals
A culture of P. tepidariorumwasmaintainedwith procedures like
those described earlier for this species (Mittmann andWolff, 2012).
Egg sacs and newly hatched spiderlings were kept in small petri
Fig. 3. Toothlike primary lamellae (asterisks) elongating within the embryo book lung sinus apparently formed by upward (dorsal) movement and ﬂattening of distal end of the O2
limb bud. LMs, Parasteatoda tepidariorum, para-saggital sections. A: The operculum (Op) is still quite thick with cells, showing its origin from a thicker limb bud. The lamellae extend
anteriorly into the sinus cavity (S). The dense cell cluster peripheral to the lamellae is part of the pulmonary sac (PS). The spiracle is not yet present, but the site (SS) where it will
form is at posterior end of the book lung. Y, yolk. Scale, 20 mm. B: The operculum (Op) is also quite thick in this example, and lamellae and pulmonary sac (PS) ﬁll the book lung
sinus. Y, yolk. Scale, 20 mm.
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22e24 C in individual plastic containers (280ml) withmoist paper
on the bottom and part of a styrofoam cup for cover and web
attachment. The containers were cleaned and the paper changed
once each week. Spiderlings were given freshly killed fruit ﬂies
(ﬂightless strain of Drosophila hydei) while juveniles and adults
were given freshly killed crickets.2.2. Histology
Embryos of P. tepidariorum at more advanced stages were kindly
provided from another laboratory (see Acknowledgments) where
the embryos were initially ﬁxed and dehydrated with a procedure
like that described for in situ hybridization (Akiyama-Oda and Oda,
2003). This procedure includes dechorionation with bleach
Fig. 4. Embryo book lungs with primary lamellae (asterisks) still at an early stage of development within book lung sinus. LMs, Parasteatoda tepidariorum. A: Horizontal section
showing pulmonary sac (PS) and a row of lamellae cut in cross section. The lamellae only partially ﬁll the sinus (S). They decrease in size with distance from pulmonary sac,
suggesting smallest ones are most recently formed. The spiracle is not yet present, but the site of formation (SS) is at posterior tip of book lung. Y, yolk. Scale, 20 mm. B: Transverse
section of book lung showing the breadth of primary lamellae as they contact and merge with the sides of the book lung sinus. The mass of cells at the posterior end of the book lung
is probably from pulmonary sac (PS). Scale, 20 mm.
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formaldehyde in buffer. Other embryos and later stages from a local
spider culture were ﬁxed in Bouin's solution and dehydrated in
ethanol. All tissues were embedded in parafﬁn, and sections were
cut (8 mm). The tissue sections were stained with Harris' hematox-
ylin and eosin. Bouin's ﬁxative, staining solutions and procedures
were obtained from American Master Tech Scientiﬁc, Lodi, CA.
For postembryos and later stages, the specimen was held in
place with a ﬁne pin through the thorax as microforceps were used
to open the abdomen from a dorsal aspect. For all dissections, the
specimen was immersed in physiological saline (Schartau andLeidescher, l983) to prevent drying during the dissection. Some of
the overlying abdominal tissue was removed to allow ﬂuids and
parafﬁn to reach the book lungs in the ventral-anterior abdomen.
The dissected specimens were transferred to Bouin's ﬁxative
(12e20 h), dehydrated in ethanol and embedded in parafﬁn. Tissue
blocks were sectioned and stained as described above for embryos.
2.3. Electron microscopy
Specimens were dissected as above, except that nearly all
overlying tissue was removed from the abdomen so chemicals and
Fig. 5. Advanced embryo with delayed formation of lamellae. LM, Parasteatoda tepidariorum, para-saggital section. The spiracle (Sp) is starting to form, but relatively large cells (C)
are just starting to form strands. The operculum (Op) has thinned; cuticle (Cu) and hypodermis (Hy) are evident. Cells at the anterior end of the sinus are likely precursors (PC) for
secondary lamellae. The cell strands are separated by primordial air channels (asterisks), and some strands are attached to the inner wall of the operculum as are more advanced
primary lamellae in Fig. 3A,B. Scale, 20 mm.
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ventral surface of the anterior abdomen. After dissection, the
specimens, still secured with a pin through the thorax, were
covered with cold glutaraldehyde ﬁxative solution and maintained
for 4e12 h at 2e4 C. The ﬁxative consisted of 2% glutaraldehyde
and 0.1 M cacodylate. Tissues were washed in a solution consisting
of 0.1 M cacodylate, 0.05% calcium chloride and 0.23 M sucrose.
Tissues were postﬁxed (8e12 h) in 2% osmium tetroxide, 0.1 M
cacodylate, 0.05% calcium chloride and 0.14 M sucrose. The physi-
ological saline, ﬁxatives and wash solutions are about 400 mOsm,
as recommended for embryonic tissues (Hayat, 2000). After post-
ﬁxation in osmium tetroxide, the tissues were washed again in
buffer solution and dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol or
acetone. The tissues were embedded in Spurr's (1969) plastic,
modiﬁed for a new replacement component (Ellis, 2006).
Semi-thin and ultrathin sections were cut on a RMC MT-X
microtome (Boeckeler Instruments). The latter sections were
collected on grids pretreated with parlodion, stained with alcoholic
uranyl acetate and lead citrate (Reynolds, 1963) and examined at
120 kv as recommended for the electron microscope that was used,
FEI Technai 12 (formerly Philips). Semi-thin sections were stained
with warming of a mixture of 0.5 g toluidine blue, 0.5 g sodium
borate and 20 ml of methyl alcohol in 200 ml H20.
3. Results
3.1. Embryos
Using the staging for this species developed by Mittmann and
Wolff (2012), it is likely that the present investigation starts with
stage 13 (Dorsal Closure). The opisthosomal limb buds are well
developed, and at the base of some of the anterior ones, the
external epithelium curls inward in a process of internalization of
epithelial cells (Fig. 1A). The ﬁrst opisthosomal limb bud has dis-
appeared, but the inward curling is especially prominent in the O2
limb buds where the curled layers give rise to the pulmonary sac.Fig. 1A shows an early stage, and the process is more advanced in
Fig. 1B. Some inward migration apparently occurs in the O3 limb
bud but is more advanced and prominent in the O2 limb bud.
Circular rings of cells of two or three layers are evident later at
the distal end of O2 limb buds, but these cells apparently become
consolidated into a single structure. According to Purcell (1909), the
infolding of epithelium (Fig. 1A,B) results in the pulmonary sac, a
tube-like cluster of cells with a central lumen (Fig. 2A,B). He sug-
gested the sac provides precursor cells for the primary lamellae
(lung saccules) that develop from the posterior surface of the O2
limb buds. This hypothesis and/or pulmonary sac induction of
lamellar differentiation is reasonable, since (as shown below), the
pulmonary sac or its remains are usually evident as primary
lamellae are forming.
In Fig. 2A, three folds (asterisks) with a central lumen are barely
evident among the cells at the posterior surface of the O2 limb bud.
These folds may be the beginning of primary lamellae that are
shown further developed in Figs. 3A,B, 4A,B and 6A,B. In Fig. 2B
there are several outgrowths (asterisks) from the hypodermis at the
posterior base of the O2 limb bud. All these limb bud outgrowths
must be interpreted with caution, since similar outgrowths were
seen at the anterior surface of O2 limb buds, and limb buds may
have erratic outgrowths that increase surface area for embryo gas
exchange (Farley, 2012).
The distal end of each O2 limb bud apparently moves dorsally to
form the operculum (ventral cover) of the chamber or sinus where
the primary lamellae continue to lengthen. Examples of operculum
formationwere not observed in the present study. The process may
be of short duration, but the results are apparent below in histo-
logical sections of the early book lungs that are formed. Examples of
operculum and primary lamellar formation are evident in
Pechmann et al. (2010; Fig. 16J-N), Woff and Hilbrant (2011) and
Mittmann and Wolff (2012).
In Fig. 3A the opisthosoma is still ﬁlled with yolk except for the
early book lung at the ventral-anterior surface. There are two pri-
mary lamellae that extend part way into the book lung sinus. The
Fig. 6. Advanced embryos with elongating and differentiating primary lamellae. LMs, Parasteatoda tepidariorum, para-saggital sections. A: The primary lamellae, attached to inner
wall of the thin operculum (Op), extend anteriorly where there are likely precursor cells (PC). These cells may give rise to new secondary lamellae that join with the primary
lamellae (see below). The lamellae have paired nuclei (T) that are beginning of pillar trabeculae. Often associated with paired nuclei are small lucent areas, the beginning of
hemolymph channels within the lamellar cell strands. The spiracle is not yet present, but spiracle site (SS) is at posterior tip of book lung. The air channels (asterisk) have trabeculae
(not labeled) that extend part way into the lumen. Y, yolk. Scale, 20 mm. B: Primary lamellae, attached to inner wall of the thin operculum (Op), extend posteriorly toward the atrium
(At) and spiracle (not shown). The lamellae have opposed nuclei, the beginning of pillar trabeculae (T). The lamellae consist of cell strands that alternate with lucent air channels
(asterisk). Lucent areas within cell strands are the beginning of hemolymph channels. The dense cluster of cells (not labeled) at posterior end of the operculum may be from
pulmonary sac. Scale, 20 mm.
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sumably from the pulmonary sac. The lamellae appear to arise from
the inner wall of the operculum, the former posterior surface of the
O2 limb bud.
In the book lung of Fig. 3B, the lamellae completely ﬁll the
book lung sinus. Rather than folds as in Fig. 3A, the lamellae in
Fig. 3B appear to be cell strands separated by small spaces. The
large cell cluster at the posterior end of the book lung is the
presumptive pulmonary sac, evident as a deep and prominentstructure in external SEM images (Wolff and Hilbrant, 2011;
Mittmann and Wolff, 2012). The O2 limb bud has a substantial
diameter as shown in Figs. 1A,B and 2A,B, and it apparently
becomes thinned as it forms the ventral cover for the book lung
sinus. In Fig. 3A,B, the lamellae extend inward from the oper-
culum and a substantial thickness of cells. In this species, the
pulmonary sac and primary lamellae (respiratory furrows) are
evident externally with SEM in embryonic stage 13, Dorsal
Closure (Mittmann and Wolff, 2012).
Fig. 7. Postembryo book lung with no primary lamellae and only a dispersal of relatively large cells (C) in no apparent pattern. LM , Parasteatoda tepidariorum, para-saggital section.
The operculum (Op) is thin, and the spiracle (Sp) is nearly open, suggesting the book lung was formed from O2 limb bud as described above. The primary lamellae may not have
formed, or they dispersed and presumably new lamellae will develop from these cells. The dense cell cluster at posterior end of book lung may be from pulmonary sac (PS). Scale,
20 mm.
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horizontal section. The pulmonary sac is at the posterior end of the
sinus, and the lamellae decrease in size as though those farthest
from the pulmonary sac are the last to be formed. The sac and
lamellae in this example do not completely ﬁll the cavity of the
sinus, but the lamellae increase in size and in other examples
(Fig. 4B), extend the width of the book lung sinus and completely
ﬁll the chamber. Fig. 4B is a transverse section of a book lung where
the primary lamellae have no central lumen but extend laterally,
making contact and merging with the outer and inner walls of the
sinus.
When the lamellae completely ﬁll the book lung sinus, as in
Figs. 3B and 4B, the lamellar cells may become dispersed and
disorganized, completely ﬁlling the sinus except possibly for a
small lumen remaining from the pulmonary sac. Montgomery
(1909) and Janeck (1909) suggested such clusters of cells give rise
to secondary lamellae that are formed later. Many examples of si-
nuses densely ﬁlled with disorganized cells (1e2 mm dia.) are
evident among the advanced embryos of this species, but the
developmental history of the sinuses is uncertain. There are also
examples (below) where the lamellae continue developing.
In Fig. 5, it is unclear if the book lung lamellae are at a very early
stage of development, or the relatively large cells are becoming
organized into new lamellae after having been dispersed from
earlier ones. Often the book lung on one side of a specimen has
developing primary lamellae while the book lung on the opposite
side only has a dispersal of cells as in Fig. 5. A similar postembryo
example is provided below (Fig. 7). In Fig. 5, a pattern of cell strands
is barely evident although a spiracle is developing at the posterior
end of the sinus. Two of the cell strands are continuous with the
inner wall of the operculum as though lamellae are forming as in
the examples above.
The forward growth of the primary lamellae is a common
pattern as shown in the advanced embryo of Fig. 6A, but in other
book lungs the early lamellae attached to the inner wall of the
operculum may extend posteriorly toward the developing atriumand spiracle (Fig. 6B). In Fig. 6A, the lamellae are attached at the
inner wall of the operculum, as though they were formed as
described above from the posterior wall of the O2 limb bud. A
spiracle is not yet present, but the spiracle site (SS) is evident at the
posterior end of the sinus. The primordial air channels (asterisk) are
prominent as elongate clear spaces between the cell strands, and
cells (PC) at the anterior end of the sinus may be precursors for
adding secondary lamellae to those already present.
Even at the early stage of Fig. 6A, the cell strands that separate
the air channels have cell nuclei exactly opposite each other as
though there was cell division or pairing of cells after they were
produced from precursors. These paired cells are the beginnings of
pillar trabeculae (T) that help hold open the walls of the hemo-
lymph channel (Brunelli et al., 2015). Within the cell strands, the
hemolymph channels start to form as small clear spaces, especially
at the site (T) where paired nuclei are present. As discussed below,
the paired cells may have a special role in hemolymph channel
formation, since the paired cells are often adjacent to clear spaces
within the cell strands that separate the primordial air channels.
In the advanced embryo of Fig. 6B, cell strands are attached to
the inner wall of the operculum as in Fig. 6A, but the primary
lamellae in Fig. 6B are growing posteriorly toward the atrium and
spiracle. The air channels are prominent (asterisk), the cell strands
have the paired nuclei of pillar trabeculae (T), and the strands have
some small clear spaces, the beginning of the hemolymph chan-
nels. Using the embryo staging system of Mittmann and Wolff
(2012), Fig. 6A,B are likely in stage 14, Ventral Closure, when the
book lungs are evident externally as lobes of underlying tissue.
3.2. Postembryos
The postembryo commonly has the shed egg membrane/em-
bryonic cuticle attached as a small whitemass at the posterior tip of
the abdomen (Mittmann andWolff, 2012). This exuvium easily falls
off when touched with a probe. The postembryo has some limb
movement but tends to remain in place, and the body lacks the
Fig. 8. Possible fusion of primary lamellae with new secondary lamellae to form lamellae that extend the length of a larger postembryo book lung. LMs, Parasteatoda tepidariorum,
para-saggital sections. A: At posterior end of the book lung sinus, the wide primary lamellae (1e4) consist of cell strands separating air channels (black asterisk). The lucent area in
lamellae 2 is the beginning of the hemolymph channel. Two of these lamellae (1, 2) are still joined to inner wall of operculum (Op), but others (3, 4) appear to be disconnecting and
joining with new, thinner secondary lamellae produced from precursor cells (PC) at anterior end of book lung. At the presumptive site of fusion (white asterisk), lamellae are diffuse
as though a transition is occurring. At, atrium; Cu, cuticle; Hy, hypodermis; Sp, spiracle; T, paired nuclei of pillar trabecula. Scale, 20 mm. B: Some lamellae have a bend (white
asterisk) as though fusion process in Fig. 8A has joined posterior primary lamellae (1, 2) with new, thin secondary lamellae (SL) from anterior end of book lung. At, atrium; Ex,
exuvium; Op, operculum; Sp, spiracle; T, paired nuclei of pillar trabecula; Y, yolk. Scale, 20 mm.
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exuvium loosely attached to the body in preparation for the molt to
ﬁrst instar.
Many histological sections were examined, and the book lungs
from this stage have a range of variation like those in the embryos
of Figs. 4A,B, 5 and 6A,B. The spiracles may be present or not yet
formed, and the lamellae consist of primordial air channels sepa-
rated by strands of cells. In the postembryos, as in embryo exam-
ples above, there is little indication of hemolymph channels withinthe cell strands. The hemolymph channels are very slow to develop
in the early book lungs of this species.
As in the embryos, it is common for the postembryo book lung
on one side to be more advanced and producing lamellae, while the
other book lung is at an early stage as in Fig. 7. In this example, a
spiracle has started to form. The operculumwas likely formed from
the O2 limb bud as described above, but the book lung is either in a
very early state of lamellar formation or the primary lamellar cells
dispersed and new lamellae are being formed from the dispersed
Fig. 9. Postembryo book lung with precursor cells in an early stage of lamellar formation. TEM, Parasteatoda tepidariorum. Three rows of cells (1e3) can be discerned. Row 3 consists
mainly of small dense precursor cells (PC) while cells (C) in the other two rows have many clear vesicles (V) that are apparently released to form extracellular clear spaces (ES)
among the cell rows. These spaces are the beginnings of air channels that alternate with cell strands with hemolymph channels in later stages. This secretory process is herein
designated as mode I to distinguish it from another secretory process (mode II) described below. N, nucleus. Scale, 4 mm.
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common in the early stages of the development of later lamellae.
The example of Fig. 8A suggests a means for producing elongate
lamellae that extend the length of a growing book lung sinus. The
atrium and spiracle are present at the posterior end of the book
lung sinus, and the posterior operculum has a small cluster of cells
(not labeled) that may be from the pulmonary sac. The lamellar cell
strands (1e4) at the posterior end of the sinus are relatively wide as
in primary lamellae (Figs. 4A,B, 6A,B). Two of these cell strands (1,
2) are attached to a layer of cells at the inner wall of the operculum.
This primordial cell layer is distinct from the hypodermis, sug-
gesting the former layer was originally the posterior hypodermal
wall of the O2 limb bud. Farther anterior in the sinus, two lamellar
cell strands (3,4) may be in the process of separating from the innerwall of the operculum and joining with slender strands of cells
(secondary lamellae) from precursors (PC) at the anterior end of the
sinus. The cells at the junction site (white asterisk) are somewhat
disorganized as though a transition is occurring.
The hypothesized fusion process in Fig. 8A may be at a later
stage in Fig. 8B. The book lung of Fig. 8B has several elongate
lamellae (1e4) as is common in the postembryos. In this example,
the cell strands are wide at their posterior ends as is usual for
primary lamellae (Fig. 6A,B). The cell strands and air channels at the
anterior end of the book lung are very thin as though they are
secondary lamellae (SL) more recently produced. The two ventral
lamellae (1, 2) have a bend in the midregion (white asterisk) that
suggests fusion has occurred between primary and secondary
lamellae. The paired nuclei of a developing pillar trabecula (T) are
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Fig. 10. Mode I development of air and hemolymph channels and atrium (At) in early ﬁrst instars. TEMs, Parasteatoda tepidariorum, para-saggital sections. A: Five air channels
(A1eA5) extend anteriorly in book lung sinus (S). These are separated by hemolymph spaces (H) that are continuous with the sinus cavity. Cells (C) that apparently produced the air
channels have their cell bodies and thin elongate extensions in hemolymph channels and sinus space. Irregular trabeculae (T) extend part way into air channels from the ventral
(right) channel wall. The air channels A2eA5 open posteriorly into the atrium that extends laterally toward spiracle site (right, not shown). The irregular shape of channels (e.g. A5)
apparently results from coalescence of clear vesicular material (V) from adjacent cells (mode I). Cells (C0) at posterior end of hemolymph channels prevent hemolymph ﬂow into
atrium. The atrial wall has some cell processes (T) that may become ﬁltering trabeculae. Scale, 5 mm. B: Air channel A3 has a very irregular wall formed by fusion of vesicles (V) from
adjacent cells (mode I). Numerous clear vesicles at posterior end of A3 coalesce to form the atrium (At) that extends laterally toward developing spiracle at right (not shown). The
channel precursor cells have their cell bodies and elongate processes within developing hemolymph channels (H). Two cells (C) on opposite sides of a hemolymph channel are
forming a pillar trabecula. Cell processes in A3 may become trabeculae (T) while the trabecular sequence in A2 may disappear since the cell is part of a pillar. The cells (C0) at
posterior end of hemolymph channels prevent hemolymph ﬂow into atrium. Dense precursor cells (PC) are at periphery of book lung sinus. Scale, 4 mm.
Fig. 11. Early ﬁrst instar showing complex processes of mode I air channel and atrium (At) formation at posterior end of book lung sinus. TEM, Parasteatoda tepidariorum, para-
saggital section. Three developing air channels (A1eA3) extend anteriorly. They are separated by strands of cellular material with no apparent hemolymph channels. The
atrium extends laterally toward developing spiracle (left, not shown). The atrium and air channels have very irregular walls formed by coalescence of vesicular material (mode I).
Vesicles (V) are inside adjacent cells or in the process of release (V0) into the channel lumen. The atrium and air channels contain long lengths of cell debris (CD), indicating that cell
death can be part of channel formation. Cell processes (T, primordial trabeculae) extend into air channel lumina mainly from ventral (left) wall. Cu, cuticle; Hy, hypodermis. Scale,
4 mm.
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channels can be discerned within the cell strands.
Fig. 9 is an electron micrograph in which strands can barely be
recognized among the closely packed cells. The situation appears to
be somewhat like that in the light micrographs of Figs. 5 and 7. In
strand 3 in Fig. 9, the cells have dense cytoplasm and may be pre-
cursors while the cells in strands 1 and 2 have many small vesicles
as though in the process of secreting ﬂuid to form air channels that
separate the cell strands. Such a secretory process for starting
extracellular space (ES) for alternating air channels is also evident
in other electron micrographs below. This secretory process is
herein designated asmode I (Fig.16A) to distinguish it from another
process (mode II, Fig. 16B) that is prominent in later stages (below).
3.3. Early ﬁrst instar
In the ﬁrst days after the molt, these individuals have little ac-
tivity, but they respond with leg and body movements when
disturbed. They are pale and somewhat transparent, initially
without pigment or hairs on their external surface. These features
gradually develop in the ﬁrst instars as they become active and
responsive. The ﬁrst instars leave the cocoon and make a common
web, as reported earlier by Mittmann and Wolff (2012).
Many histological sections from ﬁrst instars were examined, but
electron rather than light micrographs are included here. The light
micrographs show the book lungs are larger in size and often have
several elongate lamellae in various stages of formation. The spi-
racles may be present, not yet started or in the process of formation.
In the early ﬁrst instars, the lamellae consist of cell strands, often
with little indication of hemolymph channels forming within the
cell strands. The larger book lung sinuses, however, do have more
open space so the developing lamellae may be surrounded by he-
molymph even though channels within the cell strands are not yet
formed.
The exuvia from themolt to ﬁrst instar was not examined, so it is
unknown if the postembryo lamellae and sinus wall are shed as
observed in the exuvia of later stages. In some postembryos, the
atrial cuticle is clearly continuous with the external cuticle that is
loosely attached in the postembryo, so at least part of the book lung
cuticle is likely to be removed with the molt to ﬁrst instar. At least
in some early ﬁrst instars, new lamellae, atria and spiracles are
formed. The book lung sinuses commonly have at their periphery
many small undifferentiated cells that are probably lamellar
precursors.
Fig. 10A is an electron micrograph in which ﬁnger-like air
channels (A1eA5) and their precursor cells extend anteriorly
within the book lung sinus. Air channels A3eA5 are separated by
hemolymph channels that open into the sinus cavity (S). Hemo-
lymph channels are just starting to form between A1 and A3. The
cells that produced the air channels are thin and elongate,
extending along the outer surface of the air channels with their cell
bodies in the hemolymph space.
At the posterior end of the sinus in Fig. 10A, four of the ﬁve air
channels open into another channel (atrium) that extends laterally
toward what will become the spiracle (lower right, not shown). The
lumen of the air channels varies in size and shape, and there are
some vesicles (V) and clear spaces between the cells and the airFig. 12. Air channel formation by alignment and fusion of intracellular vesicles (mode II) i
Posterior end of book lung sinus as in Figs. 10A,B and 11 with mode I air channel formation
channel A1, the atrium (At) is extending laterally toward the spiracle site at right (not shown
a single elongate channel. The vesicles may be intracellular, as is the vesicle (V) in cell C a
hemolymph channels (H) are closed posteriorly by cells (N, nucleus) that prevent ﬂuid ﬂow i
magniﬁcation. In cell (C) at posterior end of air channel A2, an intracellular vesicle (V) is abou
that may further increase air channel length and width. Scale, 2 mm.channels suggesting that the channels are formed by secretion and
coalescence of ﬂuid from the attached cells. This is a continuation of
mode I air channel formation starting in Fig. 9. As discussed below,
this process is a basic feature that occurs in all stages of the spider
book lung including juvenile and adult stages not included in this
report.
The early air channels in Fig. 10A have irregular walls with cell
processes that extend inward, especially from the ventral wall
(right). These processes are the beginning of trabeculae (T) that
allow for an increase in size of the channel but prevent collapse and
blockage of air ﬂow. While the air channels are open to the atrium,
spiracle and outside, cells at the posterior end of the hemolymph
channels prevent hemolymph ﬂow into the atrium. The air channel
walls vary in density as though the wall is more cuticularized at
some sites.
Fig. 10B is another example of mode I formation of air channels
and atrium. In this electron micrograph, there are three air
channels (A1eA3) with irregular walls indicating the channels
were likely formed by coalescence of material released from ves-
icles from adjacent precursor cells. This process is most evident for
channel A3 where vesicles (V) are in various stages of addition to
the channel lumen. At the posterior end of this channel, the
atrium (At) is forming as a lateral extension toward the spiracle
site (right, not shown). Again, the nearby cells have lucent vesicles
that are being added to the atrium and posterior end of the air
channel.
The external cuticle of ﬁrst instars is probably thicker than that
of postembryos, so formation of ﬁrst instar atria and spiracles may
be more complex than in embryos and postembryos. At the pos-
terior end of three air channels (A1eA3) in Fig. 11, a lateral atrial
channel (At) is forming toward the spiracle site at left (not shown).
No hemolymph channels are present within the cell strands that
separate the air channels as is common in these early stages of book
lung development. The strand cells have vesicles (V) that appear to
be releasing their contents into the developing channels, and the air
channels and atrium have much cell debris (CD), indicative of cell
death and complex cellular rearrangements at this site. Cells that
temporarily block the atrium and posterior ends of developing air
channels are common in light and electron micrographs. Cell death
is clearly part of the formation of the air channels and atria in this
ﬁgure, and lumen formation by cell death (cavitation; Andrew and
Ewald, 2010) is often seen in tubular model systems (Fig. 16C).
3.4. Advanced ﬁrst instar
Fig. 12A and B shows another cellular process of air channel
formation herein labeled as mode II. This process may occur in
earlier stages, but it is a prominent feature of advanced ﬁrst instars
and later stages. In Fig. 12A, there are two air channels (A1, A2), and
A1 is extending a lateral branch (At, atrium) toward the spiracle site
at right (not shown). These air channels consist of a series of ves-
icles of varying length that are joined together to form a single
elongate channel. The resulting channels have uniform width
although the vesicular components have variable length, depend-
ing on the amount of fusion that has occurred. As usual with the
mode II process, as the air channels are produced, they are sepa-
rated by broad hemolymph channels with cells that close then an advanced ﬁrst instar. TEMs, Parasteatoda tepidariorum, para-saggital sections. A:
, but channels here are produced by mode II secretory process. At posterior end of air
). Air channels A1 and A2 consist of aligned and quite uniform vesicles that fuse to form
t the posterior end of channel A2. The vesicle is about to join with others in A2. The
nto atrium. Scale, 4 mm. B: Part of Fig. 12A, showing mode II secretory process at higher
t to join with other vesicles in channel A2. The cell has other lucent vesicles (asterisks)
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into the developing atrium.
In Fig. 12A, the cell (C) at the posterior end of air channel A2
shows the process by which mode II air channels are formed.
Within this cell (3e5 mm dia.), the vesicle (V, 0.6 mm dia.) is in
position to fuse with the other aligned A2 vesicles that may also be
intracellular. The vesicle (V) has about the same diameter as the
width of the A2 air channel, so alignment and fusion of these
vesicles produces an air channel of quite uniformwidth in contrast
to the earlier mode I process where air channel width is variable
(e.g., Figs. 10A,B and 11).
Fig. 12B, at higher magniﬁcation, has the same labeling as
Fig. 12A to better show the mode II process of air channel for-
mation. In Fig. 12B, the vesicle (V) is clearly intracellular and in
position to join with the posterior end of the A2 air channel. The
precursor cell (C) for this channel has other lucent and irregular
shaped vesicles (asterisks) that may further enlarge the channel.
A common pattern of mode II formation of air channels is shown
in the electron micrograph of Fig. 13A. Air channel A3, the most
recently formed, consists of a row of intracellular vesicles
0.6e0.8 mm dia. The vesicles have joined together in some places
while in others there is still a strand of cytoplasm between the
vesicles. These cytoplasmic strands may eventually become
trabeculae. Air channels A1 and A2 are more distant from their site
of origin, and they are larger in size, apparently by incorporation of
ﬂuid from vesicles (V) in adjacent cells. A very thin and early he-
molymph channel (H3) is evident between the two precursor cell
rows with intracellular air channels A2 and A3. The size of the
hemolymph channels (H1, H2) has increased with distance from
the site of origin, probably also by addition of secreted material. As
pointed out above, the early appearance of distinct hemolymph
channels is an important difference between channel formation
with intracellular vesicles (mode II) as in Figs. 12A,B, 13A,B, 14 and
15 and the earlier mode I process in Figs. 9e11 and 15.
In Fig. 13B, the air channel (A) formed by the intracellular mode
II process is beginning to become cuticularized and extracellular.
Electron-lucent spaces are evident between the air channel and the
adjacent cellular tissue. Some of these spaces appear to be intra-
cellular vesicles (V) while others are extracellular spaces (ES). The
wall of the air channel varies in density and thickness, indicating
that cuticularization is taking place. Strands of cytoplasm (St),
extending all or partially across the channel lumen, may be the
beginning of trabeculae. The paired cells (N1, N2) with a specialized
interdigitating junction are forming a pillar trabecula within the
hemolymph chanel (H).
Fig. 14, at high magniﬁcation, shows a small part of a precursor
cell and an early air channel. The cell appears to be multi-nucleate,
suggesting that some precursor cells fuse together to produce the
long air and hemolymph channels. The cell cytoplasm has endo-
plasmic reticulum (ER) indicative of synthetic activity, and there are
irregular lucent vesicles (V) adjacent to the developing air channel.
This suggests the channel can be made larger by addition of ﬂuid
inside the nearby vesicles. Processes extend from the cell into the
channel lumen, resulting in trabeculae (T) attached only at one side
of the channel. These may be the basal part of branching and
interconnected trabeculae (T0) common in spider air channels
(Brunelli et al., 2015).Fig. 13. Air channels formed by alignment and fusion of intracellular vesicles (mode II); conc
tepidariorum, para-saggital sections. A: Intracellular vesicles are aligned in a row as precurso
wider as though it was produced earlier within precursor cell N4. Air channel A1 is the w
between A2 and A3 while H1 and H2 are wider as though produced earlier. Intracellular ve
cellular material that remain between adjacent vesicles. Scale, 1 mm. B: Air channel (A) pro
nucleus) has vesicles (V) that may eventually fuse with the air channel and increase its size
cuticularization. One channel wall borders extracellular space (ES). Remaining cytoplasmic s
are forming a pillar trabecula within the hemolymph channel (H). Scale, 1 mm.From examination of many histological sections, it appears that
mode I and mode II processes are continued in different regions of
the book lung sinus. Mode I air channels with strands of cells and
delayed formation of hemolymph channels are likely to be present
in the ventral-posterior parts of the sinus while mode II air chan-
nels are developed concurrent with hemolymph channels at the
anterior, medial and dorsal aspects of the sinus. As suggested from
Fig. 8A,B, there may be lengthwise merging of these channels
produced at the different sites.
The semi-thin section of Fig. 15 provides a larger view of the
result of mode I and II channel formation. At left are three air
channels only partially present in this section. These air channels,
probably formed by mode I, are wider and not separated by open
hemolymph channels. At the medial wall of the sinus (far right), the
air channels are apparently being produced bymode II. These initial
channels are uniform in size (~0.6 mm) with regularly spaced
trabeculae, as though they result from the intracellular fusion of
vesicles of uniform size as in the electron micrographs of
Figs. 12e14. Hemolymph channels are initially not evident at this
magniﬁcation, but farther toward the left (ventral surface) there are
some developing hemolymph spaces and then awide channel with
cell bodies exactly opposed (T) as in development of a pillar tra-
becula. The air channels are often increased in size farther from
their site of origin as in the electron micrograph of Fig. 13A.
In Fig. 15, regularly spaced trabeculae (probably branching and
interconnected; Brunelli et al., 2015) are barely evident at this
magniﬁcation, but they extend partially across the lumina of the
larger air channels. As in the above electron micrographs with
mode I or II channel formation (Figs. 10A,B, 12A), the more
advanced air channels open posteriorly to the atrium that extends
laterally toward the spiracle while cells at the posterior ends of the
hemolymph channels block hemolymph ﬂow into the atrium.
The lumina of the air channels and atrium in Fig. 15 have some
stained material that may be dissolved components of the ﬂuid
initially secreted in channel formation. Possibly reuptake of this
material results in channel clearance which must occur for passage
of air.
4. Discussion
4.1. Cellular processes of lamellar formation
From examination of embryos and later stages, there is a basic
and common developmental sequence of lamellar formation (mode
I), starting with the initial small precursor cells (1e4 mm dia.) at the
periphery of the book lung sinus (Figs. 5, 8A and 9). Some of these
cells increase in size and produce substantially more cytoplasm as
an early step in lamellar formation (Figs. 5, 7 and 9). These cells
align in rows, along with many smaller ones, and then elongate
spaces develop between the rows. The spaces are primordial air
channels; with further development, they can be traced to their
opening posteriorly at the atrium and spiracle.
Such a process of lumen formation is called cord hollowing in
recent cellular studies of tubular formation in a diversity of model
systems (Lubarsky and Krasnow, 2003; Andrew and Ewald, 2010).
Fig. 16A is a diagram that shows the steps in this process. In this
early form of channel formation, the space among the alignedurrent development of hemolymph channels. TEMs, advanced ﬁrst instars, Parasteatoda
r cells (nucleus, N1eN3) elongate, forming air channel A3. Air channel A2 is somewhat
idest and apparently the earliest produced. Hemolymph channel H3 is barely evident
sicles (V) may increase channel size. Trabeculae are likely formed from strands (St) of
duced by mode II is becoming extracellular and cuticularized. The precursor cell (N1,
. Typical of mode II, the channel has a well deﬁned wall of varying density, suggesting
trands (St) between aligned vesicles may become trabeculae. The paired cells (N1, N2)
Fig. 14. Developing channel (A) and adjoining precursor cell with vesicles (V) and endoplasmic reticulum (ER). TEM, advanced ﬁrst instar, Parasteatoda tepidariorum. The precursor
cell appears to be multi-nucleate (N, nucleus). It extends processes (T) that are probably the base of branching and interconnected trabeculae (T0) that extend part way into the
channel. The cell has vesicles that may contribute ﬂuid to increase channel size. The air channel has a well deﬁned wall but may still be intracellular as in mode II development. The
endoplasmic reticulum is a likely indication of synthetic activity for channel formation. Scale, 1 mm.
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lular coalescence of secreted material (e.g., Figs. 9e11). The secre-
tion is probably water with dissolved substances that increase
luminal osmotic pressure as suggested from the stained material in
the air channels in Fig. 15. Water can often ﬂow freely through cell
membranes in response to the osmotic gradient. Substances
secreted for channel formation, however, must later be removed so
the air channel is opened for the passage of air.
The resulting mode I air channel is often irregular in shape as
though it results from an aggregation of smaller units, and the
channels initially lack a clear cuticular wall (Figs. 10A,B, 11). Vesicle
membranes or cell debris are usually not evident in the clear spacesas they are formed, but in histological sections and electron mi-
crographs, the primordial air channels often become larger with
distance from their initial site of formation. Lucent vesicles that are
probably ﬂuid-ﬁlled can be seen in the cells that separate the air
channels (Figs. 10A,B, 11). These vesicles are herein assumed to be
secretory rather than part of channel clearing, since the lamellae in
this investigation are likely to be in a formative process.
An important limitationwith this early (mode I) form of lamellar
formation is that the hemolymph channels are very slow to
develop. Often at each of the stages examined, there are air chan-
nels separated only by irregular strands of cells with little indica-
tion of hemolymph channels among the cell strands (Figs. 6A,B,
Fig. 15. Advanced ﬁrst instar book lung with air channels (A) apparently produced by mode I (left) and II (right). LM (semi-thin), Parasteatoda tepidariorum, para-saggital section.
Eight air channels are evident. Those at left are only partially present in the section, and they do not yet have open hemolymph channels (H) as is common for mode I. They open
into the atrium (At) that extends laterally toward open spiracle (Sp). The air channels farthest right are thin and uniform as when channels are produced by alignment of intra-
cellular vesicles of uniform size (mode II). The new channels, right, are not yet open to the atrium. The air channels have trabeculae (not labeled) that extend part way into channel
lumina from their ventral (left) wall. Most hemolymph channels open anteriorly into the sinus cavity (S). One hemolymph channel has a pillar trabecula (T) developing from two
opposed cell bodies. The air channels and atrial lumen have lightly stained material possibly released from precursor cells during channel formation. The exuvium (Ex) indicates
preparation for molting. Cu, new cuticle; PC, precursor cells. Scale, 20 mm.
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the intervening cell strands evidently obtain nourishment from the
ventral-to-dorsal ﬂow of hemolymph through the book lung sinus
(Fig. 10A) and veins to the heart (Paul et al., 1994).
In addition to their role as space holders (Brunelli et al., 2015),
pillar cells also have a role in forming channel space for hemo-
lymph. In book lungs where air channels are being produced by the
mode I process, the site of pillar trabeculae formation is often
adjacent to a small lucent space within the cell strands that sepa-
rate the air channels (Figs. 6A,B, 8A). This indicates that the he-
molymph channel is forming within the cell strands.
As the opposed pillar cells are formed either by cell division or
joining of cells within the strand, the result is two cells with
opposite apicobasal polarity. The two basal surfaces joined together
can start forming the hemolymph channel whereas only single cells
within the strands start this process where pillar cells are not
present. Possibly the two cells secreting substances into the gap
between their basal surfaces increase local osmotic pressure, and
this results in ﬂuid inﬂux and a lucent space within the cell strand.
A process like this occurs in zebraﬁsh gut formation (Bagnat et al.,
2007).In the later emergent process of mode II lamellar formation,
individual cells at the periphery of the book lung sinus elongate,
align with other cells and form internal vesicles 0.6e0.8 mm dia.
(Figs. 12e14, 16B). As these cells elongate, their internal vesicles are
also formed into a linear pattern. Other cells probably attach and
produce vesicles that contribute to the linear sequence. The vesicles
fuse together and are later seen to be external to the cells and have
a thicker cuticle wall (Fig. 13B). The fused vesicle chain forms a
uniform and elongate channel that extends posteriorly and laterally
to the walls of the book lung sinus. In some places, the connection
between the vesicles may be partially retained as trabeculae that
extend part way across the lumen of the developing channel
(Fig.13A,B). As withmode I air channels, the secretedmaterial must
be removed so the channels are open for the passage of air.
The mode II process also raises the question of how hemolymph
channels are produced at the same time as air channels? In the
electron micrograph of Fig. 13A, rows of precursor cells are pro-
ducing air channels by alignment and fusion of intracellular vesi-
cles. Apparently these cells are polarized as soon as they start
producing intracellular vesicles for the air channels (Fig. 16B). As
the cells elongate and their internal vesicles are aligned, the
Fig. 16. Diagram showing development of the lumina of planar book lung channels (modes I, II, cavitation) is like that for development of the tubular lumens of various shape. A:
Mode I, cord hollowing. Epithelial cells initially unpolarized become polarized and secrete substances that coalesce and form a single common lumen. B: Mode II, cell hollowing.
Initially unpolarized cells become polarized and produce intracellular vesicles that fuse and form a single common lumen. C: Cell death, cavitation. Death occurs in cells that do not
become polarized while polarized cells intercalate among those in the outer wall. With permission from Andrew and Ewald (2010), Morphogenesis of epithelial tubes: insights into
tube formation, elongation, and elaboration. Dev Biol 341, 34e55, Elsevier.
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hemolymph channel. This process is evident in Fig. 13A where a
very thin hemolymph channel (H3) is present between the two
rows of cells producing air channels A2 and A3.
Especially in the higher magniﬁcation images of TEM, cell debris
is sometimes seen in the developing air and hemolymph channels
(e.g., Fig. 11). However, channel formation by cell death (cavitation;
Fig. 16C) is not usually the main process for lamellar formation as in
some tubular model systems (Andrew and Ewald, 2010). More
likely, cell death occurs in conjunction with the mode I and II
processes. Cell death is a mechanism that clears lumina of cells that
fail to polarize and join with the others in the luminal wall
(Lubarsky and Krasnow, 2003; Andrew and Ewald, 2010).
4.2. Presumptive channel fusion
Fig. 8A and B is hypothesized to be examples of merging of
primary and secondary lamellae, and lamellar fusion may also
occur in more advanced stages of spider development. In histo-
logical sections of book lungs of postembryos and later stages, the
lamellae in the ventro-posterior part of the sinus usually appear
to be the earliest formed. The air channels here have large,
varying widths, and the cell strands that separate the air channels
have more hemolymph spaces with developing pillar trabeculae
within the spaces. These posterior more irregular parts of the
lamellae appear to have been derived from primary lamellae and/
or formed by mode I, but they are continuous with thinner and
more uniform air and hemolymph channels more anterior in the
book lung.
Many histological sections were made of juvenile and adult
book lungs of this species, but to save space the observations are
not included in this report. In these larger book lungs, it appears
that lamellae are produced by precursor cells at the sinusperiphery, especially the anterior, dorsal and medial walls, but
sometimes also the ventral hypodermis (Farley, unpublished ob-
servations). A process of alignment and fusion as in Fig. 8A,B may
occur for long air and hemolymph channels assembled from parts
produced at these various sites.
4.3. Comparison with scorpion book lung development
At least in some species, scorpions reportedly have an early
limb bud stage when primary lamellae are formed in a process
similar to that in spider embryos (Metschnikoff, 1871; Kowalevsky
and Schulgin, 1886; Brauer, 1895; Pereyaslawzewa, 1907). Scor-
pions also have a second, more advanced embryonic stage when
limb buds have disappeared and a new form of book lung starts
(Farley, 2011). Information is lacking about the lamellar transition
between the two embryonic stages, and information is needed
about the transition from embryonic to postembryonic book
lungs.
The possibility that scorpion primary lamellae are formed from
the posterior surface of opisthosomal limb buds was taken as
additional evidence that arachnid book lungs are derived from an
aquatic ancestor with gills like those in extant horseshoe crabs
(Anderson,1973). Further investigation of scorpion limb bud tissues
is needed, however, since the early histological studies are not
detailed and have little information about cellular activity. There
may also be substantial differences among species in the sequence
and details of book lung formation since embryo development is
highly modiﬁed for embryo nutrition (Polis and Sissom, 1990;
Farley, 1999, 2001b, c).
As viewed externally with SEM, the reported limb bud lamellae
in scorpion embryos apparently disappear or are replaced. In more
advanced embryos, the ﬁrst indication of respiratory structures are
bilateral spiracles at the posterior margin of developing
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Those observations are from representative species from basal
scorpion families Buthidae, Vaejovidae and Iuridae (Fet et al., 2000;
Coddington et al., 2004). It is not known if the marginal spiracles
are related to earlier limb bud lamellae. Kjellesvig-Waering (1986)
suggested that marginal spiracles in fossil scorpions were openings
for passage of water to gills above the posterior edge of abdominal
plates or sternites. Many scorpion embryos of diverse taxa were
examined with SEM (Farley, 1999, 2001a,b,c, 2005, 2008, 2011), but
no indication of such opening or gills was observed.
In advanced scorpion embryos, the marginal spiracles are
replaced by spiracles and book lungs more anterior in the sternites.
Light and electron microscopy were used to study the development
of lamellae in these later embryo book lungs (Farley, 2011). The
intervening juvenile stages have not yet been examined, but the
adult scorpion book lungs have many air sacs that alternate with
hemolymph channels (Kamenz and Prendini, 2008). Only pillar-
type trabeculae are present in the hemolymph channels while
the air sacs have diverse types of trabeculae, depending on phy-
logeny and location within the lamellae (Kamenz et al., 2005;
Kamenz and Prendini, 2008). At the anterior (proximal) end of
the air sacs, there are bridging trabeculae joined with both walls of
the air sac. The posterior (distal) parts of the book lungs have
trabeculae (e.g., papillate, venation, branching) that are attached
only at one wall of the air sac.
The formation of more advanced lamellae in spiders
(Figs. 8A,Be15), can be compared with lamellar formation in mid-
sternite book lungs in advanced scorpion embryos (Farley, 2008,
2011). Both spider and scorpion book lungs are internal and
consist of many air sacs or channels alternating with channels for
hemolymph. There are pillar-type trabeculae in the scorpion and
spider hemolymph channels (Figs. 6A,B, 8A,B, 10B, 15); other types
of trabeculae are in the air channels (Figs. 10e15; Farley, 1990, 1999,
2008, 2011; Kamenz et al., 2005; Scholtz and Kamenz, 2006;
Kamenz and Prendini, 2008).
More ultrastructural information about the successive stages of
scorpion book lung development should be helpful for relating gene
expression with cell activity in forming the book lungs. In the early
embryos of Euscorpius ﬂavicaudis (Euscorpiidae), the genes ortho-
denticle and empty spiracles are expressed in O4eO7 where book
lungs develop (Simonnet et al., 2006). Inmore advanced embryos of
Centruroides sculpturatus (Buthidae), paralogues of abdominal-A and
-B genes are expressed in O4eO7 (Sharma et al., 2014).
4.4. Epithelial morphogenesis
Book gills are present in the oldest fossil horseshoe crab,
Lower Ordovician (Van Roy et al., 2010). Thus, this multi-layered
pattern for respiration is very ancient, but book gills and book
lungs only have a planar pattern of cell organization as though
precursor cells only later developed the genetic capability to
produce tubes and branches as in tracheae. Book lungs in both O2
and O3 are generally considered as a basal condition among
spiders while most spiders have book lungs in O2 and tracheae in
O3 (Foelix, 2011). At least part of the O3 tracheal system is hy-
pothesized to be derived from book lungs (Purcell, 1909, 1910).
The cellular results herein support this hypothesis since the book
lung precursor cells demonstrate many activities that are involved
in tubular formation in the diverse model systems that are
presently being studied (Lubarsky and Krasnow, 2003; Andrew
and Ewald, 2010).
As reviewed earlier (Farley, 2011) the model systems that are
being used for studying epithelial morphogenesis include spiders
such as P. tepidariorum (McGregor et al., 2008; Hilbrant et al., 2012).
Especially emphasized are the cellular mechanisms and genetics fortube development andmaturation (increasing diameter and length,
branching and clearing) in the trachea of Drosophila and other
tubular structures such as those in the kidney, lungs and circulatory
system (Fristrom, 1988; Andrew and Ewald, 2010; Zuo et al., 2013).
The results herein provide additional information for book gills and
book lungs as models for research on the physical, molecular and
structural basis for the cellular formation of the lumen and walls of
channels and tubules.
For tube formation, invagination is the initial step in develop-
ment by wrapping and budding of the precursor epithelial sheet
(Andrew and Ewald, 2010). Invagination and inward cellular
migration occurs in the formation of the pulmonary sac in spider
embryos (Fig.1A, B). Epithelial evagination and outgrowth occurs in
book gill formation (Farley, 2010, 2012), and invagination occurs in
the formation of scorpion marginal spiracles and the later, more
anterior spiracles and atria (Farley, 2008, 2011).
The regulation of morphogenic cell migration and alignment is
being studied in several tubular model systems (Aman and
Piotrowski, 2010; Andrew and Ewald, 2010). Cell migration and
alignment occurs in the development of book gills (Farley, 2012),
book lungs (Figs. 5, 6A,B, 8A,B, 9e11, 13A, 15; Farley, 2008, 2011).
Channel (lumen) formation by extracellular coalescence of secreted
material, mode I in spiders, also occurs in the scorpion book lungs
(Farley, 2011) and is described as cord hollowing in tube formation
(Fig. 16A; Andrew and Ewald, 2010).
Channel formation by alignment and fusion of intracellular
vesicles, mode II (Figs. 12e15, 16B), has not been reported for
scorpion book lungs, but this process of cell hollowing occurs in a
diversity of tubular model systems (Lubarsky and Krasnow, 2003;
Andrew and Ewald, 2010). Examples include an excretory cell in
Caenorhabditis elegans, zebraﬁsh blood vessels and Drosophila tra-
cheoles. Lumen formation by cell death (cavitation; Fig. 16C) may
occur at the posterior end of spider air channels as they form an
atrium and spiracle (Fig. 11) and as a way to clear channels of cells
that do not polarize and intercalate with others in the channel wall.
This also occurs in the early stages of tracheal development in
Drosophila embryos (Baer et al., 2010).
The spider air and hemolymph channels increase in width and
length farther from their site of origin (Figs. 13A and 15). Channel
width expansion in spider book lungs probably results from vesicle
release into the channel lumen (Figs. 10, 11, 12B, 13A) as in tracheal
expansion in Drosophila (F€orster et al., 2010; Zuo et al., 2013).
Channel lengthening in book lungs may involve some of the same
cellular mechanisms as in tube lengthening: cell proliferation,
recruitment and positioning (Andrew and Ewald, 2010).
The cellular mechanisms for channel clearance in scorpions and
spiders are unknown, but the stainedmaterial in the air channels of
Fig. 15 suggests there is a dissolved substance from vesicle secre-
tion, and the removal of this substance may result in osmotic ab-
sorption of channel ﬂuid. Clearance of tracheae in Drosophila
reportedly involves three epithelial activities: secretion of proteins
into the lumen, endocytosis of the protein contents followed by
rapid removal of ﬂuid (Tsarouhas et al., 2007). Removal of elec-
trolytes from vertebrate trachea is followed by ﬂuid clearance
(Behr, 2010).
Apicobasal polarity is certainly evident in some of the
developing and ﬁnal stages of lamellar formation in scorpion
and spider book lungs (Figs. 6A,B, 8A,B, 10e15; Farley, 2011)
where the cell apical surface secretes material for air channel
formation while the basal surface presumably transports nutri-
ents from the hemolymph. This polarity may come and go in
epithelial cells as they migrate from their site of origin and then
begin new polarized activities at the site of tissue formation
(Fig. 16AeC; Andrew and Ewald, 2010; Rodriguez-Boulan and
Macara, 2014).
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ently unpolarized or not expressing their polarity as they migrate
from their site of origin and remain at the sinus periphery (Figs. 8A,
9 and 10B). They migrate into the book lung sinus and become
polarized (Fig. 16A,B) as they begin secreting substances for chan-
nel formation. They are certainly polarized in their ﬁnal position,
with the apical surface secreting the cuticle for the air channel wall
while the basal surface is in contact with the hemolymph channel
(Figs. 6A,B, 8A,B, 10e15). Apical vesicle secretion probably also oc-
curs for increasing air channel size and the replacement of cuticle
walls during molts. The mechanical force of hemolymph ﬂowing
through the hemolymph channels (Paul et al., 1994) may be a
stimulus for their expansion, as occurs in some other tissues
(Guillot and Lecuit, 2013; Piccolo, 2013).
5. Conclusions
Although book lungs are an ancient and relatively simple respi-
ratory organ, this and earlier investigations show the book lungs are
produced by very complicated cell actions. Also, the sequence and
timing of these actions is critical for the development of alternating
channels for hemolymph and air, their increase in size and number
with growth of the animal and their replacement during the molt.
The cell actions include migration, proliferation, invagination,
evagination, alignment, cell death, various types of secretion (e.g.,
cuticle, modes I and II), changes in cell size and conﬁguration, air
channel clearance, nutrient transport into cells from the hemo-
lymph, changes in apicobasal polarity and hypothesized alignment
and fusion of channels produced from precursor cells at different
sites (Fig. 8A,B). Information is lacking about the stimulus for these
cell actions at the successive stages of lamellar formation, possibly
mechanical stress, oxygen lack, carbon dioxide and metabolite
accumulation, hormones and intercellular mediators.
It will be very helpful to extend these comparative studies to
the limb bud and more advanced stages of lamellar formation in
other arachnids. The results in this and earlier studies of spider
embryos (Purcell, 1909, 1910; Janeck, 1909; Ivanic, 1912) provide
support for the early 20th century hypotheses: 1) arachnid book
lungs are derived from an aquatic ancestor with book gills like
those in the horseshoe crab, and 2) spider tracheae in O3 are
derived at least partially from book lungs that were previously
there.
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